
Most crossbows have a single jaw holding the string at full draw.  Our Kill 
Switch trigger uses two jaws that come together in the center, creating a 
smoother, faster string release.  The StrykeZone 350 is a 135 lb. bow with 
15% let-off.  The Kill Switch™ trigger pull is independent of the holding 
weight of the bow, so that even though you are holding almost 115 lbs, 
you can touch it off with only 3 lbs. of trigger pull and .015” of travel 
distance.  Very little motion results in killer accuracy. Game Over.

Double jaw string capture for 
reliable string release in any 

weather condition

Less than 3 lb. trigger pull 
with under .015” travel

Double-barred secondary loading safety that immobilizes the trigger 
and jaws until you are ready to shoot.  After that, it’s Game Over!

Auto-fl ip magnetic safety resets 
every time the bow is cocked.
Bolt sensor resets safety when 
bolt is removed.
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>> 37 5/8 inch over-all length

StrykeZone 380:

>> 19 3/16 inch axle -to-axel
 (15.6 Inch axel-to- axel at full draw)

>> 34 3/8 inch over-all length

The StrykeZone, our newest revolution in the 
crossbow world is amazingly lightweight at 6.9 
lbs and both the 350 and 380 feature the new Kill 
Switch™ trigger technology—a match grade trigger 
with a less than 3 lb. pull. With a power stroke of 
15.5”, this bow is capable of a searing 380 fps.

380 400

Strykezone 350 Package 
THREE (3) 385 grain matched bolts
5-Arrow Quick Detach quiver
Multi-Reticle Scope
Cocking Aid

Strykezone 380 Package 
FIVE (5) 385 grain matched bolts
5-Arrow Quick Detach quiver
Multi-Reticle Scope
COCKING AID
DETACHABLE CARRYING Sling

StrykeForce Package 
Four (4) 400 grain matched bolts
5-ARROW QUICK DETATCH Quiver
Multi-Reticle Scope
COCKING AID
Detachable Carrying 
Sling

At 400 fps, the StrykeForce 
is sure to take your targets 

by surprise. This compact 
powerhouse features the 

™ trigger, Cease-
 secondary safety and 

Octane string & cables. 
Game Over.
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StrykeZone 380:
At 400 fps, the StrykeForce 
is sure to take your targets 

380

StrykeZone 380:
>> 380 Feet per second
>> 160 lbs draw weight
>> 15.5 inch power stroke
>> 6.9 lbs mass weight
>> 19 3/16 inch axle -to-axel
 (15.6 Inch axel-to- axel at full draw)

>> 34 3/8 inch over-all 
 length

380

is sure to take your targets 
by surprise. This compact 
powerhouse features the 

Kill Switch
Fire™ secondary safety and 

Octane string & cables. 

>> 6.9 lbs mass weight
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350

StrykeZone 350:
>> 350 Feet per second
>> 135 lbs draw weight
>> 15.5 inch power stroke

350

>> 37 5/8 inch over-all length 400

Strykezone 380 Package StrykeForce Package 

StrykeForce:
>> 400 Feet per second
>> 190 lbs draw weight
>> 15 inch power stroke
>> 8.6 lbs mass weight
>> 18 1/4 inch axle -to-axel
 14 1/4 Inch axel-to- axel at full draw) 400

Strykezone 380 Package 
FIVE (5) 385 grain matched bolts
5-Arrow Quick Detach quiver
Multi-Reticle Scope
COCKING AID
DETACHABLE CARRYING Sling

StrykeForce Package 
Four (4) 400 grain matched bolts
5-ARROW QUICK DETATCH Quiver
Multi-Reticle Scope
COCKING AID
Detachable Carrying 
Sling


